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The University of Utah is pleased to announce that it has signed a new five-year campuswide software agreement that makes MathWorks MATLAB Total Academic Headcount (TAH)
available to eligible students, staff, and faculty at no cost starting today, Thursday, October 1,
2020.
MathWorks’ TAH bundle includes MATLAB, Simulink, and more than 100 companion
products — up from 49 products included under previous license agreements.
Users with an existing MathWorks license have been auto-provisioned a new account, that
they can access via single sign-on (SSO) through a new MathWorks software portal. The
portal includes a list of currently available products.MathWorks customers who have already
purchased licenses for the 09/01/2020 through 08/31/2021 licensing term will receive an email
from the university's Office of Software Licensing (OSL) about receiving a prorated refund.
To create a new account:
Single-user licenses
Visit the MathWorks portal
Set up an account (video tutorial)
Install the software (video tutorial)
Note: Please review this video tutorial on updating campus-wide licenses for the 2021-2022
licensing term.
Concurrent-use licenses
Individual users or departments that require concurrent-use licenses — designed for shareduse workstations with continuous access to the university network, such as computer labs —
should complete this survey. OSL will generate a license file based on the information
provided, which will be emailed to the responsible party identified in the survey.
The university has five concurrent-use license options:
MATLAB TAH Academic Annual License
MATLAB TAH Classroom Annual License
MATLAB Parallel Server
MATLAB Production Server
MATLAB Web App Server
For details on the MathWorks license, including FAQs, please visit this OSL web page.
If you have any questions about which license to choose, or the agreement in general, please
contact OSL at software@utah.edu.
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